Stochastic modeling plays an essential role in the study of noise and random fluctuations in biochemical signaling of neural systems. Here, we study numerically noisy fluctuations produced by two different stochastic differential equation models, the chemical Langevin equation (CLE) model \[[@B1]\] and the rate constant stochastic differential equation (rcSDE) model \[[@B2]\], using a biologically realistic neuronal protein kinase C activation pathway \[[@B3]\] as a case study. We compare the CLE and rcSDE models by studying the noise power levels in different system volumes and with different model parameters. In this context, we also assess the problem of negative concentrations by computing the average number of state vectors containing negative concentrations within a single simulation run. Based on the information obtained from the examination of noise power levels, we then choose appropriate model parameters for the rcSDE model and the corresponding system volume for the CLE model. Using these parameters and the volume, we finally simulate the models and compare the results using multiresolution analysis.

In the simulations we present here, the rcSDE model is capable of producing the same level of the average power of noise with a notably smaller amount of negative concentrations than the CLE model. This difference is considerable and it suggests that in certain simulation settings, it might be reasonable to use rcSDE model as an approximate simulation approach if it is feasible to use the slightly different interpretation of the nature of noise. A more detailed multiresolution analysis reveals that the resulting noise processes differ at the higher frequencies. In many studies these differences at high frequencies are not of interest as neural biochemical systems often produce relatively stronger fluctuations at low frequencies. In some cases, however, noise might be important for the system function and, in such situations, it is crucial to make sure that the noise is modeled in an appropriate way. Whether the appropriate way is the CLE, the rcSDE model, or some other model is dictated by the application. Different models are based on different premises and it is modeler\'s task to pick up an appropriate model. We conclude that introduction of techniques from the field of signal processing may help assessing the role of noise in neural systems and what type of model to use. This study shows how the orthogonal wavelet representation or similar multiscale decompositions can be successfully applied to the study of noise in biochemical processes of neural systems.
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